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Club Announcements:
• Take a look at the sales paper from Mark Yerkes. 

He still has some planes for sale plus all the 
peripheral gear that goes  with flying & building. 
He's getting out of the hobby & looking to clear out 
everything. Sorry to see you go Mark!

•  Some of you might not know but the club has been 
trying to step up the safety precautions at the field. 
While there are still problems, it does have obvious 
merit & is slowly working.

• The club picnic is only a few days away, &, last I 
heard is on track. Should be good weather & a very 
nice turnout. See you there & don't forget to bring 
your prettiest bird (plane that is).

• A couple of folks have had problems with Hiteck's 
carbonite gears breaking. Although one of our 
members has been flying them all summer without 
a problem. In light of this it may be prudent to give 
yours added attention.

•   Since September's club meeting would normally 
be the day after the club picnic the meeting will be 
held the day of the picnic. A little something extra 
to spice up the day!

• The club secretary  has been busy so, as I type this 
the minutes aren't available. The three major things 
discussed at the last meeting were field safety, 
carbonite gears & the club picnic.

• The season  is drawing to a close but as you know 
our weather isn't as cold as it used to be. Keep 
thinking “fly” as the REAL winter may not show 
up 'till December 25th!

• Joe Staklosa took some more beautiful pictures. 
This time they're of Jets!! I'm sending them to Ron 
today (9/6/06) & they'll be available to you as soon 
as he posts them. Thanks again Joe.

Now, on with the Squadron News show------------
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The July 23rd fun fly turned out to have perfect weather before we got blasted with the heat wave of '06. 
there was one crash (Don) before I showed up & that was it for the rest of the day. And it was a nice 
long day at that, with lots of flying. Marv was doing great until he lost a carburator screw & had to 
pack it in. my Kaos was flying like one of those swallows in the pavilion until my temporary retract 
hookup started to fail, so I packed it in too. Lou Ann flew a couple of flights & is doing very well. 
She'll be the next one getting wings, hopefully before the end of summer. All the regular guys were 
flying beautifully & regularly in a sky that started out just slightly hazy then turned clear with pillow 
clouds, in other words, perfect. Later in the afternoon, those clouds started turning into thunderheads 
but didn't spoil our fun. Bob brought out the Monocoup with the Fuji 32 gas engine & flew several near 
scale flights that I'm sure everyone enjoyed which included smoke. Nice on the eyes in that kind of sky. 
We had Italian sausage & hot dogs with most of the work being done by Jeff, then some more flying & 
a short tailgate session. 

The  august 6th  fun fly started out with beautiful weather that had the threat of rain in it. We had a full 
flight line but not crowded and the flying was going well when a light sprinkle started. Most of us 
opted to continue flying and it turned out great. John Joseph produced a camo “shopping bag” to cover 
his Tx. & Bob Boen went with a towel! Both worked well. By the time the rain started coming down in 
earnest I had developed gear problems & had already put my plane away. After a few minutes the rain 
stopped, & those that were left (4 or 5), had great flying for the rest of the afternoon. A peaceful & 
pleasant day seasoned with a refreshing shower. This is terrific stuff! 

This is a little comment on the Tuesday night flyin of 8/15/06. Almost a stunning blue sky that changed 
later to a definite. Nice size group with tons of great flying. The comment is on the new rules that have 
been implemented along with the voluntary enforcement of some old ones. It all worked like a charm! 
The clothes pins on the board & on the Tx's, the universal use of spotters, no pit taxiing(ahem), 
attention to restraining the planes at starting, & the use of starting devises—other than fingers(which 
tend to get used up). There also was a frequency sign in sheet that, fortunately, one of my friends put 
me on 'cause I forgot! We even had the cooperation of some non clubies! Some proof of workablity is 
that at some point we had six planes in the air with everyone staying with the pattern & “mostly” 
looking out for each other. Only one in-flight mishap, a mid-air when one pilot flew underneath 
another. These things won't happen when we start looking out for each other while we're flying & the 
spotters are doing their job. The way I see it, in an instance like this, accident prevention is 
accomplished by staying away from each other in the air. Fortunately, this one was minor. We're 
getting better folks!!

Here's a caution on wiring & switches. Bob G., after some very nice flights had his battery pack go up 
in smoke! A bunch of guys got into it & came to the conclusion that the short was at the on/off switch. 
The plane was saved!! Just some more for you to think about & watch for.

Tidbits-------Unfortunately, we must do what we gotta do. We're losing big Jim, our expert on electrics. 
He's got to follow his job to Florida. We wish you all the very best-------we're gonna miss you!!
Lenny's back!! He came out to the field & he looks fantastic! What a relief! Welcome back guy.   

Finally, as I finish this up we just finished the September 5th  club night. What beautiful weather!! We 
even had some rain & then kept flying. It wasn't crowded which made it so much better. Everyone flew 
great & Bob B. learned how to do SOFT landings!! ( He's gonna get me for that!)






